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Abstract:
Based from current situations of Climate Change and Global Economic Crisis, a Theory in
Green Economics was initiated and assessed scientifically its microcosm in the Philippines.
This is an initial attempt to integrate equity and sustainability of Green Economics to the
Growth Theories of the Neoclassical (microeconomics of price system) and Keynesians
(macroeconomics of national income). This merger is referred hereto as the Green Economics
Theory scientifically formulated as CNE Equation (Ccultural capital, Nnatural Capital and E
economic capital). This CNE Coefficients is a measurement of the ratios between Economic
Goods of the market system (Ek) and Free Goods of the Ecological Systems (Nk/Ck). The
scientific measurements resulted to a ratio between (Nk: Natural Capital) and (Ek, Economic
Capital equivalent to (0/0.860 Hhy – 0.090 Hhm). This meant that the expansion of (Ek)
growth was achieved at the expense of (Nk) and (Ck). This is a microcosm of the national
situation where growth (Ek) is attained at the expense of the cultural and natural capital; 1%
increase in GDP equivalent to 9% spread of poverty. Moreover, this divergence at the national
level between national economy and ecology/society is mired by the prevailence of the failure
of efforts to strengthen the institutional framework for sustainable development in the
Philippines. Therefore, a policy prescription solely based upon Economic Growth creates a
divide among a tridimensional “truth” of growth, equity and sustainability in renewing an
Integral Planet. To address this divide, Green Economics Initiatives were formulated and
assessed empirically, in order to redefine “inclusive growth” as a convergence rather than a
divergence of the three dimensions of national development in (Ek) Economic Capitalization
and (Nk/Ck) Socioecological capitalizations.
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